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The First Maker-Friendly Guide to Electric Motors! Makers can do amazing things
with motors. Yes, they’re more complicated than some other circuit elements,
but with this book, you can completely master them. Once you do, incredible new
projects become possible. Unlike other books, Motors for Makers is 100%
focused on what you can do. Not theory. Making. First, Matthew Scarpino
explains how electric motors work and what you need to know about each major
type: stepper, servo, induction, and linear motors. Next, he presents detailed
instructions and working code for interfacing with and controlling servomotors
with Arduino Mega, Raspberry Pi, and BeagleBone Black. All source code and
design files are available for you to download from motorsformakers.com. From
start to finish, you’ll learn through practical examples, crystal-clear explanations,
and photos. If you’ve ever dreamed of what you could do with electric motors,
stop dreaming...and start making! Understand why electric motors are so
versatile and how they work Choose the right motor for any project Build the
circuits needed to control each type of motor Program motor control with Arduino
Mega, Raspberry Pi, or BeagleBone Black Use gearmotors to get the right
amount of torque Use linear motors to improve speed and precision Design a
fully functional electronic speed control (ESC) circuit Design your own
quadcopter Discover how electric motors work in modern electric vehicles--with a
fascinating inside look at Tesla’s patents for motor design and control!
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job
search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond
effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview
Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in
oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will
expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This
eBook contains 100 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS
230 links to video movies. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process,
Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply
for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
A timely comprehensive reference consolidates the research and development of
electric vehicle machines and drives for electric and hybrid propulsions •
Focuses on electric vehicle machines and drives • Covers the major technologies
in the area including fundamental concepts and applications • Emphasis the
design criteria, performance analyses and application examples or potentials of
various motor drives and machine systems • Accompanying website includes the
simulation models and outcomes as supplementary material
Reflecting the latest trends and practices from industry, the cutting-edge new
ELECTRICAL CONTROLS FOR MACHINES, 7e delivers a thorough introduction
to the range of technologies found in today's electrical machine controls.
Completely up to date, circuit diagrams and the descriptions of the circuits
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illustrate a modern representation of the controls circuits. The text also offers
expansive coverage of the power and control circuitry required to operate
electrical machinery. While it discusses the trend away from relay control to PLC
control, the text maintains solid coverage of relay circuits. Its emphasis on the
critical importance of worker and equipment safety in industrial settings includes
a detailed explanation of the risk assessment process and a safety relay circuit.
In addition, the inclusion of international equipment specifications reflects the
dramatic impact of globalization and integration of businesses on the way
industries function. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job
search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond
effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview
Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in
oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will
expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This
eBook contains 282 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS
web addresses to 289 video movies for a better understanding of the
technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process,
Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply
for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
AC Motor Control and Electrical Vehicle Applications provides a guide to the
control of AC motors with a focus on its application to electric vehicles (EV). It
describes the rotating magnetic flux, based on which dynamic equations are
derived. The text not only deals with the induction motor, but covers the
permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSM). Additionally, the control issues
are discussed by taking into account the limitations of voltage and current. The
latest edition includes more experimental data and expands upon the topics of
inverter, pulse width modulation methods, loss minimizing control, and vehicle
dynamics. Various EV motor design issues are also reviewed, while comparing
typical types of PMSMs. Features Considers complete dynamic modeling of
induction and PMSM in the rotating frame. Provides various field-oriented
controls, while covering advanced topics in PMSM high speed control, loss
minimizing control, and sensorless control. Covers inverter, sensors, vehicle
dynamics, driving cycles, etc., not just motor control itself. Offers a comparison
between BLDC, surface PMSM, and interior PMSM. Discusses how the motor
produces torque and is controlled based on consistent mathematical treatments.
Supervision, condition-monitoring, fault detection, fault diagnosis and fault
management play an increasing role for technical processes and vehicles in
order to improve reliability, availability, maintenance and lifetime. For safetyrelated processes fault-tolerant systems with redundancy are required in order to
reach comprehensive system integrity. This book is a sequel of the book “FaultDiagnosis Systems” published in 2006, where the basic methods were
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described. After a short introduction into fault-detection and fault-diagnosis
methods the book shows how these methods can be applied for a selection of 20
real technical components and processes as examples, such as: Electrical drives
(DC, AC) Electrical actuators Fluidic actuators (hydraulic, pneumatic) Centrifugal
and reciprocating pumps Pipelines (leak detection) Industrial robots Machine
tools (main and feed drive, drilling, milling, grinding) Heat exchangers Also
realized fault-tolerant systems for electrical drives, actuators and sensors are
presented. The book describes why and how the various signal-model-based and
process-model-based methods were applied and which experimental results
could be achieved. In several cases a combination of different methods was most
successful. The book is dedicated to graduate students of electrical, mechanical,
chemical engineering and computer science and for engineers.
Interest in permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) is continuously
increasing worldwide, especially with the increased use of renewable energy and
the electrification of transports. This book contains the successful submissions of
fifteen papers to a Special Issue of Energies on the subject area of “Permanent
Magnet Synchronous Machines”. The focus is on permanent magnet
synchronous machines and the electrical systems they are connected to. The
presented work represents a wide range of areas. Studies of control systems,
both for permanent magnet synchronous machines and for brushless DC motors,
are presented and experimentally verified. Design studies of generators for wind
power, wave power and hydro power are presented. Finite element method
simulations and analytical design methods are used. The presented studies
represent several of the different research fields on permanent magnet machines
and electric drives.
Electric drives are everywhere, and with the looming promise of electric vehicles and
renewable energy, they will become more complex and the demands on their
capabilities will continue to increase. To keep up with these trends, students require
hands-on knowledge and a keen understanding of the subtleties involved in the
operation of modern electr
Despite two decades of massive strides in research and development on control
strategies and their subsequent implementation, most books on permanent magnet
motor drives still focus primarily on motor design, providing only elementary coverage
of control and converters. Addressing that gap with information that has largely been
disseminated only in journals and at conferences, Permanent Magnet Synchronous and
Brushless DC Motor Drives is a long-awaited comprehensive overview of power
electronic converters for permanent magnet synchronous machines and control
strategies for variable-speed operation. It introduces machines, power devices,
inverters, and control, and addresses modeling, implementation, control strategies, and
flux weakening operations, as well as parameter sensitivity, and rotor position
sensorless control. Suitable for both industrial and academic audiences, this book also
covers the simulation, low cost inverter topologies, and commutation torque ripple of
PM brushless DC motor drives. Simulation of the motor drives system is illustrated with
MATLAB® codes in the text. This book is divided into three parts—fundamentals of PM
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synchronous and brushless dc machines, power devices, inverters; PM synchronous
motor drives, and brushless dc motor drives. With regard to the power electronics
associated with these drive systems, the author: Explores use of the standard threephase bridge inverter for driving the machine, power factor correction, and inverter
control Introduces space vector modulation step by step and contrasts with PWM
Details dead time effects in the inverter, and its compensation Discusses new power
converter topologies being considered for low-cost drive systems in PM brushless DC
motor drives This reference is dedicated exclusively to PM ac machines, with a timely
emphasis on control and standard, and low-cost converter topologies. Widely used for
teaching at the doctoral level and for industrial audiences both in the U.S. and abroad, it
will be a welcome addition to any engineer’s library.
This book presents the proceedings of the 20th Polish Control Conference. A triennial
event that was first held in 1958, the conference successfully combines its long tradition
with a modern approach to shed light on problems in control engineering, automation,
robotics and a wide range of applications in these disciplines. The book presents new
theoretical results concerning the steering of dynamical systems, as well as industrial
case studies and worked solutions to real-world problems in contemporary engineering.
It particularly focuses on the modelling, identification, analysis and design of automation
systems; however, it also addresses the evaluation of their performance, efficiency and
reliability. Other topics include fault-tolerant control in robotics, automated
manufacturing, mechatronics and industrial systems. Moreover, it discusses data
processing and transfer issues, covering a variety of methodologies, including model
predictive, robust and adaptive techniques, as well as algebraic and geometric
methods, and fractional order calculus approaches. The book also examines essential
application areas, such as transportation and autonomous intelligent vehicle systems,
robotic arms, mobile manipulators, cyber-physical systems, electric drives and both
surface and underwater marine vessels. Lastly, it explores biological and medical
applications of the control-theory-inspired methods.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search
journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond effectively to the
questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has
prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these
questions are so common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them
smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 100 questions and answers for
job interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 220 video movies for a better
understanding of the technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE,
Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to
apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
In this book, modeling and control design of electric motors, namely step motors,
brushless DC motors and induction motors, are considered. The book focuses on
recent advances on feedback control designs for various types of electric motors, with a
slight emphasis on stepper motors. For this purpose, the authors explore modeling of
these devices to the extent needed to provide a high-performance controller, but at the
same time one amenable to model-based nonlinear designs. The control designs focus
primarily on recent robust adaptive nonlinear controllers to attain high performance. It is
shown that the adaptive robust nonlinear controller on its own achieves reasonably
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good performance without requiring the exact knowledge of motor parameters. While
carefully tuned classical controllers often achieve required performance in many
applications, it is hoped that the advocated robust and adaptive designs will lead to
standard universal controllers with minimal need for fine tuning of control parameters.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search
journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond effectively to the
questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has
prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these
questions are so common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them
smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 200 questions and answers for
job interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 200 video movies for a better
understanding of the technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE,
Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to
apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
The IGBT device has proved to be a highly important Power Semiconductor, providing
the basis for adjustable speed motor drives (used in air conditioning and refrigeration
and railway locomotives), electronic ignition systems for gasolinepowered motor
vehicles and energy-saving compact fluorescent light bulbs. Recent applications
include plasma displays (flat-screen TVs) and electric power transmission systems,
alternative energy systems and energy storage. This book is the first available to cover
the applications of the IGBT, and provide the essential information needed by
applications engineers to design new products using the device, in sectors including
consumer, industrial, lighting, transportation, medical and renewable energy. The
author, B. Jayant Baliga, invented the IGBT in 1980 while working for GE. His book will
unlock IGBT for a new generation of engineering applications, making it essential
reading for a wide audience of electrical engineers and design engineers, as well as an
important publication for semiconductor specialists. Essential design information for
applications engineers utilizing IGBTs in the consumer, industrial, lighting,
transportation, medical and renewable energy sectors. Readers will learn the
methodology for the design of IGBT chips including edge terminations, cell topologies,
gate layouts, and integrated current sensors. The first book to cover applications of the
IGBT, a device manufactured around the world by more than a dozen companies with
sales exceeding $5 Billion; written by the inventor of the device.
Although the programming and use of a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) may not be the
most complex process, utilizing DSPs in applications such as motor control can be
extremely challenging for the first-time user. DSP-Based Electromechanical Motion
Control provides a general application guide for students and engineers who want to
implement DSP-base

The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job
search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond
effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview
Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in
oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will
expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This
eBook contains 100 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS
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web addresses to 230 video movies for a better understanding of the
technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process,
Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply
for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
This comprehensive book, in its third edition, continues to provide an in-depth
analysis on the fundamental principles of electrical engineering. The exposition of
these principles is fully reinforced by many practical problems that illustrate the
concepts discussed. Beginning with a precise and quantitative detailing of the
basics of electrical engineering, the text moves on to explain the fundamentals of
circuit theory, electrostatic and electromagnetism and further details on the
concept of electromechanical energy conversion. The book provides an elaborate
and systematic analysis of the working principle, applications and construction of
each electrical machine. In addition to circuit responses under steady state
conditions, the book contains the chapters on dynamic responses of networks
and analysis of a three-phase circuit. In this third edition, two chapters on
Electrical Power System and Domestic Lighting have been added to fulfil the
syllabus requirement of various universities. The chapters discuss different
methods of generating electrical power, economic consideration and tariff of
power system, illumination, light sources used in lighting systems, conductor size
and insulation, lighting accessories used in wiring systems, fuses and MCBs,
meter board, main switch and distribution board, earthing methods, types of
wiring, wiring system for domestic use and cost estimation of wiring system.
Designed as a text for the undergraduate students of almost all branches of
engineering, the book will also be useful to the practising engineers as reference.
Key Features • Discusses statements with numerical examples • Includes
answers to the numerical problems at the end of the book • Enhances learning of
the basic working principles of electrical machines by using a number of
supporting examples, review questions and illustrative examples
This design guide was written to capture the author’s practical experience of
designing, building and testing multi-rotor drone systems over the past decade.
The lack of one single source of useful information meant that the past 10 years
has been a steep learning curve, a lot of self-tuition and many trial and error
tests. Lessons learnt the hard way are not always the best way to learn. This
book will be useful for the amateur drone pilot who wants to build their own
system from first principles, as well as the academic researcher investigating
novel design concepts and future drone applications.
Direct current machines are a quickly evolving domain whose applications affect
many aspects of modern life from computers and printers to toys, electric
vehicles, and traction applications. As their many uses continue to grow, it has
become apparent that understanding these machines is the key to understanding
our future. Operation, Construction, and Functionality of Direct Current Machines
brings together many concepts, from the most basic working principles and
construction of DC machines to more advanced topics such as electroPage 6/12
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magnetism, armature reaction, parallel operations, and many more. Highlighting
theoretical concepts and numerical problems, this book is an essential reference
source for students, educators, and anyone interested in the field of electric
machines.
Electric Motor Control: DC, AC, and BLDC Motors introduces practical drive
techniques of electric motors to enable stable and efficient control of many
application systems, also covering basic principles of high-performance motor
control techniques, driving methods, control theories and power converters.
Electric motor drive systems play a critical role in home appliances, motor
vehicles, robotics, aerospace and transportation, heating ventilating and cooling
equipment’s, robotics, industrial machinery and other commercial applications.
The book provides engineers with drive techniques that will help them develop
motor drive system for their applications. Includes practical solutions and control
techniques for industrial motor drive applications currently in use Contains
MATLAB/Simulink simulation files Enables engineers to understand the
applications and advantages of electric motor drive systems
The rapidly expanding use of very low temperatures in research and high
technology during the last several decades and the concurrent high degree of
activity in cryogenic engineering have mutually supported each other, each
improvement in refrigeration technique making possible wider oppor tunities for
research and each new scientific discovery creating a need for a refrigerator with
special features. In this book, Professor Walker has provided us with an excellent
exposition of the achievements of this period, the fundamental principles
involved, and a critical examination of the many different cryogenic systems
which have led to a new era of low-level refrigeration. I feel fortunate to have had
a part in the developments discussed in this book. During the early 1930s I
constructed several rotary engines using leather vanes. Their performance was
not good, but I was able to liquefy air. I had been impressed by the usefulness of
leather cups in tire pumps and in Claude-type engines for air liquefaction. I was
trying to find a way to avoid that part of the friction generated by a leather cup as
a result of the radial force of the working gas on the cylindrical part of the cup.
During the 1950s I built two efficient helium liquefiers in which essentially leather
pistons were used.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job
search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond
effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview
Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in
oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will
expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This
eBook contains 277 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS
web addresses to 289 video movies for a better understanding of the
technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process,
Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply
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for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
Written by a seasoned expert, this authoritative and informative guide presents
the technologies in the calculation of brushless DC motor time constants,
material on drive sizing, and case studies illustrating key topics. The author
details hardware specifications related to the operation of machine service drives
and outlines troubleshooting methods for problems concerning machine
nonlinearities, inertia, drive stiffness, and friction. He highlights recently
developed simulation methods used to predict, assess, and improve the
performance of service systems and their components and covers the function
and assembly of drive systems, drive resolutions, drive ratios, and duty cycles.
Vehicles are intrinsically linked to our lives. This book covers all technical details of the
vehicle electrification process, with focus on power electronics. The main challenge in
vehicle electrification consists of replacing the engine-based mechanical, pneumatic, or
hydraulic ancillary energy sources with electrical energy processed through an
electromagnetic device. The book illustrates this evolutionary process with numerous
series-production examples for either of body or chassis systems, from old milestones
to futuristic luxury vehicles. Electrification of ancillaries and electric propulsion
eventually meet into an all-electric vehicle and both processes rely heavily on power
electronics. Power electronics deals with electronic processing of electrical energy. This
makes it a support technology for the automotive industry. All the automotive visions for
the next decade (2020-2030) are built on top of power electronics and the automotive
power electronics industry is expected at 15% compound annual growth rate, the
highest among all automotive technologies. Hence, automotive power electronics
industry is very appealing for recent and future graduates. The book structure follows
the architecture of the electrical power system for a conventional engine-based vehicle,
with a last chapter dedicated to an introduction onto electric propulsion. The first part of
the book describes automotive technologies for generation and distribution of electrical
power, as well as its usage within body systems, chassis systems, or lighting. The
second part explores deeper into the specifics of each component of the vehicle electric
power system. Since cars have been on the streets for over 100 years, each chapter
starts with a list of historical achievements. Recognizing the engineering effort span
over more than a century ennobles the R&D efforts of the new millennium. Focus on
history of electricity in vehicle applications is another attractive treat of the book. The
book fills a gap between books targeting practical education and works sharing
advanced academic vision, offering students and academics a quick tour of the basic
tools and long-standing infrastructure, and offering practicing engineers an introduction
on newly introduced power electronics-based technologies. It is therefore
recommended as a must-have book for students and early graduates in automotive
power electronics activities.
Permanent Magnet Synchronous and Brushless DC Motor DrivesCRC Press
This book offers you a brief, but very involved look into the operations in the drilling of
an oil & gas wells that will help you to be prepared for job interview at oil & gas
companies. From start to finish, you'll see a general prognosis of the drilling process. If
you are new to the oil & gas industry, you'll enjoy having a leg up with the knowledge of
these processes. If you are a seasoned oil & gas person, you'll enjoy reading what you
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may or may not know in these pages. This course provides a non-technical overview of
the phases, operations and terminology used on offshore drilling platforms. It is
intended also for non-drillling personnel who work in the offshore drilling, exploration
and production industry. This includes marine and logistics personnel, accounting,
administrative and support staff, environmental professionals, etc. No prior experience
or knowledge of drilling operations is required. This course will provide participants a
better understanding of the issues faced in all aspects of drilling operations, with a
particular focus on the unique aspects of offshore operations.
This book consists of peer-reviewed papers presented at the First International
Conference on Intelligent Computing in Control and Communication (ICCC 2020). It
comprises interesting topics in the field of applications of control engineering,
communication and computing technology. As the current world is witnessing the use of
various intelligent techniques for their independent problem solving, so this book may
have a wide importance for all range of researchers and scholars. The book serves as
a reference for researchers, professionals and students from across electrical,
electronic and computer engineering disciplines.
Wearable Robotics: Systems and Applications provides a comprehensive overview of
the entire field of wearable robotics, including active orthotics (exoskeleton) and active
prosthetics for the upper and lower limb and full body. In its two major sections,
wearable robotics systems are described from both engineering perspectives and their
application in medicine and industry. Systems and applications at various levels of the
development cycle are presented, including those that are still under active research
and development, systems that are under preliminary or full clinical trials, and those in
commercialized products. This book is a great resource for anyone working in this field,
including researchers, industry professionals and those who want to use it as a
teaching mechanism. Provides a comprehensive overview of the entire field, with both
engineering and medical perspectives Helps readers quickly and efficiently design and
develop wearable robotics for healthcare applications
Never before have the wide range of disciplines comprising manufacturing engineering
been covered in such detail in one volume. Leading experts from all over the world
have contributed sections. The coverage represents the most up to date survey of the
broad interests of the manufacturing engineer. Extensive reference lists are provided,
making this an indispensable work for every engineer in industry. Never before have
the wide range of disciplines comprising manufacturing engineering been covered in
such detail in one volume. Leading experts from all over the world have contributed
sections. Materials and processes are described, as well as management issues,
ergonomics, maintenance and computers in industry. CAD (Computer Aided Design),
CAE (Computer Aided Engineering), CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing) and
Quality are explored at length. The coverage represents the most up-to-date survey of
the broad interests of the manufacturing engineer. Extensive reference lists are
provided, making this an indispensable work for every engineer in industry.
WIND TURBINE TECHNOLOGY, is a comprehensive and well illustrated text on the
theory and operations of wind turbines that generate electricity for power companies.
This text is written for an introductory course in wind energy technology. It prepares
readers for a career as wind energy technicians who are responsible for maintaining,
servicing and troubleshooting turbines on wind farms. This is an inclusive text that
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covers the main subjects associated with wind turbines. Dr. Hemami uses a practical,
step-by-step manner with many examples and applications to help students to have a
better understanding of the material. The text is divided into 17 progressive chapters.
The book is divided into progressive sections, starting with fundamental subjects such
as energy in the wind and effect of wind on a blade and continues onto more advanced
materials such as grid connection and economics of wind turbines. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The book deals with the fundamentals, theoretical bases, and design methodologies of
conventional internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles, electric vehicles (EVs), hybrid
electric vehicles (HEVs), and fuel cell vehicles (FCVs). The design methodology is
described in mathematical terms, step-by-step, and the topics are approached from the
overall drive train system, not just individual components. Furthermore, in explaining
the design methodology of each drive train, design examples are presented with
simulation results.

Fuzzy control theory is an emerging area of research. At the core of many
engineering problems is the problem of control of different systems. These
systems range all the way from classical inverted pendulum to auto-focusing
system of a digital camera. Fuzzy control systems have demonstrated their
enhanced performance in all these areas. Progress in this domain is very fast
and there was critical need of a book that captures all the recent advances both
in theory and in applications. Serving this purpose, this book is conceived. This
book will provide you a very clear picture of current status of fuzzy control
research. This book is intended for researchers, engineers, and postgraduate
students specializing in fuzzy systems, control engineering, and robotics.
Encouraged by the response to the first edition and to keep pace with recent
developments, Fundamentals of Electrical Drives, Second Edition incorporates
greater details on semi-conductor controlled drives, includes coverage of
permanent magnet AC motor drives and switched reluctance motor drives, and
highlights new trends in drive technology. Contents were chosen to satisfy the
changing needs of the industry and provide the appropriate coverage of modern
and conventional drives. With the large number of examples, problems, and
solutions provided, Fundamentals of Electrical Drives, Second Edition will
continue to be a useful reference for practicing engineers and for those preparing
for Engineering Service Examinations.
Electric energy is arguably a key agent for our material prosperity. With the
notable exception of photovoltaic generators, electric generators are exclusively
used to produce electric energy from mechanical energy. More than 60% of all
electric energy is used in electric motors for useful mechanical work in various
industries. This book presents the modeling, performance, design, and control of
reluctance synchronous and flux-modulation machines developed for higher
efficiency and lower cost. It covers one- and three-phase reluctance synchronous
motors in line-start applications and various reluctance flux-modulation motors in
pulse width modulation converter-fed variable speed drives. "Reluctance motor
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drives start to find their rightful place in the adjustable speed motor drives. This is
in part due to their lower cost, ease of cooling, higher fault tolerance, and
suitability for use under harsh operating and ambient condition. The book by Prof.
Boldea and Prof. Tutelea offers a physically insightful approach to
electromechanical energy conversion in this family of electric machines. Authors
provide an in-depth explanation of the electromagnetic performance,
interdependence between control and magnetic design and fundamentals of
design. I found this book to be a great resource for practicing engineers in
industry and researchers in academia. There is an outstanding balance between
the theoretical contents and engineering aspects of design and control
throughout the manuscript which makes this book an excellent choice for a
graduate course in academic institutions or series of short courses for practicing
engineers in the industry. I would like to strongly recommend this book for
researchers and practitioners in the area of electric machines." —Babak Fahimi,
Distinguished Chair of Engineering at University of Texas at Dallas, USA
Presents basic and up-to-date knowledge about the topologies, modeling,
performance, design, and control of reluctance synchronous machines. Includes
information on recently introduced reluctance flux-modulation electric machines
(switched- flux, flux-reversal, Vernier, transverse flux, claw pole, magnetic-geared
dual-rotor, brushless doubly fed, etc.). Features numerous examples and case
studies throughout. Provides a comprehensive overview of all reluctance electric
machines.
This work presents nonlinear control algorithms for a benchmark mechanical
system actuated by different types of electric machinery, emphasizing system
stability and robustness - pivotal in the development of optimal position trajectory
controllers for common motors.;College or university bookstores may order five
or more copies at a special studen
Vehicular Electric Power Systems: Land, Sea, Air, and Space Vehicles acquaints
professionals with trends and challenges in the development of more electric
vehicles (MEVs) using detailed examples and comprehensive discussions of
advanced MEV power system architectures, characteristics, and dynamics. The
authors focus on real-world applications and highlight issues related to system
stability as well as challenges faced during and after implementation. Probes
innovations in the development of more electric vehicles for improved
maintenance, support, endurance, safety, and cost-efficiency in automotive,
aerospace, and marine vehicle engineering Heralding a new wave of advances in
power system technology, Vehicular Electric Power Systems discusses: Different
automotive power systems including conventional automobiles, more electric
cars, heavy-duty vehicles, and electric and hybrid electric vehicles Electric and
hybrid electric propulsion systems and control strategies Aerospace power
systems including conventional and advanced aircraft, spacecraft, and the
international space station Sea and undersea vehicles The modeling, real-time
state estimation, and stability assessment of vehicular power systems
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Applications of fuel cells in various land, sea, air, and space vehicles Modeling
techniques for energy storage devices including batteries, fuel cells, photovoltaic
cells, and ultracapacitors Advanced power electronic converters and electric
motor drives for vehicular applications Guidelines for the proper design of DC
and AC distribution architectures
Broad in scope, yet deep in content, this book offers unique, single-volume
coverage of machines, transformers, controls, and electrical power
distribution.The focus throughout is on topics that engineers and technologists
today—and in the future—will encounter in the workplace—e.g., the principles of
operation and application of motors, motor controls, power quality, power
electronics, motor circuit design, programmable logic controllers, etc. For
electrical engineers, computer technology employees, mechanical engineers,
and others in production or marketing fields.
The importance of permanent magnet (PM) motor technology and its impact on
electromechanical drives has grown exponentially since the publication of the
bestselling second edition. The PM brushless motor market has grown
considerably faster than the overall motion control market. This rapid growth
makes it essential for electrical and electromechanical engineers and students to
stay up-to-date on developments in modern electrical motors and drives,
including their control, simulation, and CAD. Reflecting innovations in the
development of PM motors for electromechanical drives, Permanent Magnet
Motor Technology: Design and Applications, Third Edition demonstrates the
construction of PM motor drives and supplies ready-to-implement solutions to
common roadblocks along the way. This edition supplies fundamental equations
and calculations for determining and evaluating system performance, efficiency,
reliability, and cost. It explores modern computer-aided design of PM motors,
including the finite element approach, and explains how to select PM motors to
meet the specific requirements of electrical drives. The numerous examples,
models, and diagrams provided in each chapter facilitate a lucid understanding of
motor operations and characteristics. This 3rd edition of a bestselling reference
has been thoroughly revised to include: Chapters on high speed motors and
micromotors Advances in permanent magnet motor technology Additional
numerical examples and illustrations An increased effort to bridge the gap
between theory and industrial applications Modified research results The growing
global trend toward energy conservation makes it quite possible that the era of
the PM brushless motor drive is just around the corner. This reference book will
give engineers, researchers, and graduate-level students the comprehensive
understanding required to develop the breakthroughs that will push this exciting
technology to the forefront.
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